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ABOUT BOY BLUE ENTERTAINMENT
Boy Blue Entertainment is an award-winning hip-hop dance company
founded in London by choreographer Kenrick ‘H2O’ Sandy and composer
Michael ‘Mikey J’ Asante (Mikey). As joint Artistic Directors, they work
together on the creation and development of all of Boy Blue
Entertainment’s productions and projects.

Acclaimed for presenting “the perfect marriage of music and dance”
(Just Elemental Music blog, 2006) Boy Blue releases boundless creative
energy in its performances, laying down the beats and delivering thrilling
and raw dance sequences. The Company is proud to be home to some of
the UK’s most sought-after hip-hop artists.

Since its inception in 2001, Kenrick and Mikey have worked to engage
and inspire through the creation of first class work for the stage and
screen. Always keen to take hip-hop beyond the streets and clubs,
Kenrick and Mikey have been at the forefront of the UK movement to
present hip-hop as an art form in its own right, creating dance theatre
productions from the outset. Their breakthrough into the mainstream
came with the production Pied Piper (2006), originally presented at the
Theatre Royal Stratford East, before transferring to the Barbican and

touring the UK. The production won the Laurence Olivier Award for
Outstanding Dance Production (2007). The success of Pied Piper led to
Boy Blue being invited to join the Barbican Centre as an Artistic
Associate (2009).

Boy Blue Entertainment also runs a large outreach programme with
young people and dancers across the UK and in their home base in East
London. They are renowned for the work they do with young people
[aged 4 plus]; training them physically and developing new talent in hip-
hop dance and music. The company now has over 40 professional
dancers and a similar number in its youth companies, Mini Bluez, Sky
Blue, Bluez, The Blue Print.

HISTORY OF THE FIVE & THE PROPHECY OF PRANA
The history of the production lies in the influence of Kung Fu films,
Japanese manga and martial arts inspired comics. Kenrick and Mikey
grew up interested in Hong Kong Kung Fu films and Japanese manga,
particularly comics dealing with martial arts. The influence of Kung Fu
films was prevalent in the development of hip-hop culture in the 1970s
and 1980s with the movement, characterisation and expression a major
influence in the development of many movements and styles in
Breaking. These films inspired Kenrick to draw a sketch of a character
he called Wang Tang; this was the beginning of what became The Five.

As far back as Pied Piper in 2009 they discussed the development of a
new and ambitious production that would draw on their passion for
martial arts and hip-hop.

A series of workshops in London led by monks who had travelled from
the Shaolin Temple Warrior Monk School in China, and a trip by
Kenrick and Mikey to Japan were two key parts of the research and
development (R&D) process for the production. Both experiences
developed the company’s knowledge of Kung Fu and the animal
techniques. They identified hip-hop as being rooted in the element of air,

supporting their belief that it was complementary to Shaolin Kung Fu,
which is an earth element.

Kenrick says, “Shaolin is a way of life – what they eat, what they wear,
the way they carry themselves. It shows in their respectfulness and in
their humour. And that philosophy comes through in the show.” This has
a direct synergy with hip-hop culture, which is a life style as much as it
is about the individual elements.

In 2010 Mikey attended a Kodo performance in Zurich by Taiko
Drumming, a company from Sado Island, where Kodo is a way of life. In
December 2012, Kenrick and Mikey travelled to Japan to meet the well-
known manga artist Akio Tanaka, where they also visited temples,
Kabuki and Noh performances and met with Japanese drummers.

From this point they created the script and started to develop characters.
They started work in the studio with a series of ideas, resources,
elements of music and ideas for staging the work. They worked closely
with their artistic collaborators throughout the creative process.
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Kenrick ‘H2O’ Sandy
Born in East London, Kenrick ‘H2O’ Sandy is Co-Founder & Co-Artistic
Director of Boy Blue Entertainment, Associate Artists at the Barbican and
one of the top choreographers and performers in the UK underground,
commercial and theatrical scenes.

Kenrick’s credits are extensive and include theatre, TV and film, both
nationally and internationally. He has created choreography for artists as
diverse as Rita Ora, Plan B, Stooshe, Dizzee Rascal and Alexandra Burke.
On screen, his work can be seen in Streetdance 3D as well as the BBC’s
So You Think You Can Dance and Alesha’s Street Dance Stars. 

For the stage, Kenrick choreographed Pied Piper: A Hip-Hop Revolution,
An Evening with Boy Blue and contributed choreography to ZooNation
Dance Company’s Into The Hoods.

In 2012 Kenrick worked alongside director Danny Boyle as the
choreographer for the ‘Frankie and June say... thanks Tim’ section of
London 2012 Olympic Opening Ceremony, which won the Evening
Standard’s Beyond Theatre Award.

Other events in 2012 included Legacy Re:Loaded at the Jerwood Dance
House, choreography for the film All Stars and performing in Jonzi D’s
Lyrikal Fearta Redux at Sadler’s Wells. He also co-directed and
choreographed Unleashed for the Barbican.

Michael ‘Mikey J’ Asante 
Michael ‘Mikey J’ Asante, AKA MKJ, is a name synonymous with Urban
music. A revered producer and engineer, Mikey is probably best known
for producing for fellow East Londoner, Kano.

Following their successful partnership on the MC’s gold selling Home
Sweet Home, including Mic Check, 9 to 5 and Sometimes, second album,
London Town (including 140 Grime St and title track), releases from an
ever-growing list of ‘new urban elite’ such as Delilah, Raleigh Ritchie
(Game of Olympic opening ceremony, a 10 day tour performing BBE:
Touch to sold-out audiences in Hong Kong, Mikey was also recently
featured in Jonzi D’s Lyrikal Fearta Redux at Sadler’s Wells and
Unleashed with Boy Blue Ent’s Da Bratz and Bluez, plus the Barbican’s
Young Poets film-makers and musicians.

In addition to his production endeavours, Mikey also manages to juggle
his time as Co-founder and Artistic Director of successful dance company
Boy Blue Entertainment, which boasts over 120 dancers, a Laurence
Olivier Award, residency at the Barbican and a number of TV and Film
credits, including their own feature on Channel 4 in August 2011, for
which Mikey composed the musical score.

Currently in the studio, working alongside Delilah on new material, as
well as George the Poet, Zak Abel, Bendict and Selah Sue, there’s a
whole new wave of Mikey productions to come.



ABOUT THE CREATIVE TEAM
The Five & the Prophecy of Prana has a large and esteemed team of
artistic collaborators. Where available, websites are listed in Additional
Resources.

Akio Tanaka – Manga Collaborator
Born in Ishinomaki City, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan, in 1956, Akio Tanaka
is one of Japan’s most admired and read manga artists and graphic
novelists. He is the author of Neo-Border, Rivers Edge, The Deviant, and
the long-running series Shamo, which has sold over six million copies to
date. His work is published in the bi-weekly Japanese magazine,
Evening, which has a circulation of over 200,000. He is considered an
inspiration by many young manga artists, thanks to his unique artistic
and story-telling approach. He is particularly renowned for his
outstanding ability to depict with great accuracy the human body 
in a vast range of states, from the everyday to punishing physical
extremes.

Akio has worked closely with Kenrick and Mikey on the development of
the story The Five & the Prophecy of Prana. The graphic work he has
produced has been directly inspired by his interaction with the music and
choreographic characteristics of Boy Blue Entertainment. Akio has
brought his atmospheric and unmistakable touch to the project, and his
illustrations, as well as acting as a storyboard for the development of the
choreography, have formed the starting point for the show’s theatrical
design, which has been developed and delivered by Yeast Culture.

Yeast Culture – Video design, set and animation 
Yeast Culture creates original and immersive visuals and sets for 
live events and installations. With over a decade of experience the
award winning company works across art forms blending film, live
performance, and animation, set design, projection mapping and
sound. Their work has featured in classical performances, contemporary
dance, theatre and galleries as well as visuals for live bands for world
tours. Yeast Culture’s first major project was a collaboration with Nitin
Sawhney on his fifth album Prophesy, with a feature-length film, which
was then remixed into a live show. Yeast has since worked with artists
including Akram Khan, Jamie Cullum, Baaba Maal, Courtney Pine, Britten
Sinfonia, Matthew Barley, Matthew Herbert and the Beastie Boys.
Recent projects include working with the Philharmonia Orchestra to
present Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring as a 25-screen video piece at
London’s Bargehouse Gallery, and directing visuals and set design for a
semi-staged production of Bluebeard’s Castle, also with the
Philharmonia Orchestra, followed by performances in America with the
San Francisco Symphony and Miami’s New World Symphony. 

Nick Hillel – Creative Director – Video design and animation
Nick is a video artist and filmmaker based in London. His work has been
profiled internationally on television, in galleries, as part of site-
specific installations, and integrated into live performances such as
opera, contemporary dance and pop concerts. Nick graduated from
Leeds University in 1999 having studied broadcasting and politics. He
went on to direct a number of documentaries for the BBC and Channel 4
before, in 2000, establishing a digital media company, Yeast Culture 
(see previous biography).

Sander Loonen – Set design
After a six-year apprenticeship at the Rotterdamse Schouwburg in the
1990s, Sander has developed as a true all-round technician. Equally
versed in lighting, sound, video and staging he fills the gap between
artistic ambitions and technical feasibility. Working with international
creative teams, in all aspects of live performance, he has developed 
the ability to steer a production towards becoming a reality. He has
designed and managed lighting, video, sound and staging for artists
including Akram Khan, Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui, Gregory Maqoma, Duckie,
Meg Stuart / Damaged Goods, Productiehuis Rotterdam, Theatre de la
Ville Paris, National Architectural Institute Netherlands and many others.

Ben&Will – Animation and illustration
Ben&Will (Ben Wright and Will Milton) are a BAFTA-winning creative
duo based in London. After graduating from Kingston University
Ben&Will formed a partnership and together they direct, design and
animate short films, title sequences and animated projects for clients
such as the BBC, the Cartoon Network and Nickelodeon. In 2008 they
created a series of shorts for Nickelodeon as part of anti-bullying month.
The project See Something, Say Something won numerous awards,
including a BAFTA. Their title sequence for BBC One’s programme
Imagine won the 2010 Design Award for best TV/Film/Video Graphics.
Ben&Will are currently developing their own children’s TV pilot. 

Mike Gunning – Lighting design
Mike has worked on productions including The Drowned Man (Punch
Drunk), Dangerous Lady (Theatre Royal Stratford East), The Resistible
Rise of Arturo Ui, The Alchemist (Everyman Liverpool), The Wizard Of Oz
(Southbank Centre), The Jew of Malta and Aunt Dan and Lemon
(Almeida), Julius Caesar and School for Scandal (Barbican and
international venues), Medea (Broadway), Tales From the Vienna Woods
(Olivier Theatre, RNT), Asylum and Hansel & Gretel (Kneehigh); The Man
From Stratford (Ambassador Theatre), Kafka’s Monkey, Joe Turner’s
Come and Gone, The Brothers Size and Eurydice (Young Vic); Richard III,
Twelfth Night, Henry V and The Blue Angel (RSC).

Colin Pink – Sound design
Colin trained at The Guildhall School of Music and Drama. He was a
resident designer at the National Theatre for 10 years and is now a
freelance designer working in theatre, live events and film. He headed
the sound operating team for the London 2012 Olympic Games. He has
worked on shows including Derren Brown’s Svengali, The History Boys,
The Secret Garden, the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Concert, the Blue
Planet, Planet Earth and Frozen Planet live shows, José Carreras, Plácido
Domingo, Dame Kiri Te Kanawa, Herbie Hancock and many others, and
on films including Stage Beauty and Alfie.

Jane Dickerson – Costume design
Jane studied at Wimbledon College of Art. She joined the National
Theatre’s painting and dyeing department before moving to the Barbican
to work with the RSC [Royal Shakespeare Company]. She has supervised
costumes for shows such as Luminosity, The Black Rider, Julius Caesar
and The Harder They Come. Her credits at the Barbican include Dick
Whittington and Jack and the Beanstalk as well as Pied Piper, Over the
Edge and BBE: Touch for Boy Blue Entertainment. In addition to theatre,
Jane also works on music and dance shows.
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Paulette Randall – Creative collaborator
Paulette was the Associate Director for the London 2012 Opening
Ceremony, and is the former Artistic Director of Talawa Theatre
Company. She is the foremost director of American playwright August
Wilson’s plays in this country, having most recently directed Lenny Henry
in Fences in the West End. Paulette has had an extensive theatre and TV
career; among her theatre credits are Twelfth Night, Moon on a Rainbow
Shawl and Crossings. Her TV credits include Desmond’s, The Real
McCoy and The Crouches. Paulette is a Rose Bruford School of Speech
and Drama alumna and Associate Director at the New Wolsey in
Ipswich.

Phillip Burton – Producer
Phillip trained in Theatre, TV and Film production at York St John
University, following which he began work at the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden. After a period working with Education he joined the
commercial team managing concerts and visiting companies to the Main
Stage including Ravi and Anoushka Shankar, Björk and Sir Elton John. In
2003 he joined Sadler’s Wells where his producing credits include PUSH
(Sylvie Guillem and Russell Maliphant). He left in 2008 to focus on
producing dance and his credits since include two : four : ten and
AfterLight (both Russell Maliphant) and th (Michael Clark). Film credits
include Zero Degrees and Sutra.

Hisashi Itoh – Associate Producer
Hisashi started his career working for a Tokyo music promoter in the
1980s. In 1986 he joined Music Plant Co and two years later produced a
kabuki performance with the musicians Yo Yo Ma, Young Uck Kim and
Emanuel Ax. Since then he has worked on many theatre and kabuki
productions, films and with musicians and dancers, including Mikhail
Barishnikov. He has produced noh theatre at the Edinburgh Festival 
in 2005, kabuki for Sadler’s Wells and the Opéra National de Paris 
in 2006/7, and 2008’s Sutra, which featured artwork by Antony Gormley.
Most recently he has taken a gagaku ensemble to Edinburgh and
Amsterdam.

Rajpal Pardesi – Manager
Rajpal originally trained in performance at The Northern School of
Contemporary Dance and performed professionally until embarking onto
production and management in the 1990s. He has worked across music,
dance and theatre in a range of roles from stage management,
production management, producer and as general manager. He has
worked with artists including TY, Nitin Sawhney, Julian Joseph, Tom
Dale, DJ Pogo, Avant Garde Dance, Sheron Wray, Robert Hylton, Benji
Reid and Jonzi D. Rajpal joined Boy Blue Entertainment in 2011 and is
responsible for the management of the artists, the company and their
artistic work.

ABOUT THE DANCERS *

Jumar Aben – Lao Chen / The Ghost
Born in Spain, raised in the Philippines, and now based in London, Jumar
started dancing at the age of 17. He trained through the Laban CAT
scheme for three years, studying contemporary dance and ballet under
Lee Smikle, who invited him to perform with Shoreditch Youth Dance.
There he collaborated with choreographers including James Wilton, John
Ross and Khamalane Halsackda, performing in Live Vibe, at Richmix and
the Malmo Festival. Jumar has performed with companies including A-
team Juniors, Collective Ent, B-hybrid Dance and D-youngaz at Live Vibe,
Blueprint, World of Dance London and Serious about Streetdance.

Bradley ‘Bradz’ Charles – Stylouse
Bradz began acting in school and completed an A-level in drama. He then
took up dance, appearing in productions including Boy Blue
Entertainment’s Pied Piper, ZooNation’s Into The Hoods and Some Like It
Hip-Hop, for which he was Dance Captain. He played ‘Frankie’ in the hit
UK film StreetDance 3D. He has danced with artists including Peter
Andre, N Dubz, Plan B, JLS, Alexandra Burke and The Saturdays to name
a few. In 2012, Bradley was Dance Captain for the London 2012 Opening
Ceremony, where he performed on his biggest stage to date to a
worldwide audience.

Tommy Franzen – Wang Tang / The Ghost
Swedish-born Tommy began working professionally at the age of 14 in
Joseph. Tommy left Sweden aged 19, working in musicals before
winning a scholarship to study dance at London’s Urdang Academy. He
was runner-up in BBC One’s So You Think You Can Dance in 2010. Since
then Tommy has also moved into choreography, working on Some Like It
Hip-Hop [ZooNation], Blaze and for Cher Lloyd. In 2013, he won the
Critics’ Circle National Dance Awards for Outstanding Performance in
Modern Dance (Male) for his work on Some Like It Hip-Hop and The
Rodin Project. 

Xena Gusthart – Max
Xena trained at Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts and since
graduating has worked with stars such as David Guetta, Kelly Rowland,
Kylie Minogue and Rita Ora, and for brands such as Nike, Adidas and
Samsung. She has appeared on E4 and the MOBO Awards. She has
continued training with locking stars P-lock and Suga Pop, and has set up
her own company, Xena Productions, in her native Scotland, premiering a
double bill of her hip-hop theatre work 925 and HeartBeats. Since 2008,
Xena has worked with Jonzi D and Breakin’ Convention on her artistic
development.

Kayla Lomas-Kirton – Ying Pi / The Ajarye
A Californian native turned Londoner, Kayla trained at Bodyworks in
Cambridge and then at London Studio Centre graduating with a BA
Honours Degree in Theatre Dance including a range of styles such as
ballet, jazz, tap, contemporary, hip-hop, singing and drama. Kayla’s
credits include Dance Captain for Some Like It Hip-Hop, Into the Hoods
[ZooNation], Spirit Productions, Thriller Live, Blaze, Got to Dance
(Boadicea), Diversity’s UK tour, T4 On the Beach, Rita Ora, Mohombi
World Tour and the London 2012 Olympic Games Opening Ceremony. Not
only a dancer, Kayla has also worked as assistant choreographer on BBC
One’s So You Think You Can Dance. 

* Original cast and correct at time of print 
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Vicky ‘Skytilz’ Mantey – Michelle
Skytilz has been dancing with Boy Blue Entertainment since 2001. As
Creative Director, she also choreographs and teaches for the company.
She is also a main choreographer for Da Bratz (one of Boy Blue
Entertainment’s youth companies) who have appeared in their own
shows A Nite With Da Bratz and Unleashed, as well as Breakin’
Convention and as a support act for Electric Boogaloos. Skytilz produced
choreography for the films: Streetdance 3D and All Stars and was Dance
Captain for the London 2012 Olympic Games Opening Ceremony. She
specialises in popping and has also trained with dance pioneer Popin’
Pete of Electric Boogaloos. 

Kofi ‘Klik’ Mingo – Flinch
Kofi started hip-hop dancing 12 years ago and has since expanded his
styles to include b boying and is currently researching the history of hip-
hop dance culture. He was a Dance Captain and dancer in the London
2012 Opening Ceremony and has appeared on stage at the Royal Opera
House, the Royal Albert Hall, Sadler’s Wells, the Hackney Empire, the
Sydney Opera House as well at the Barbican, appearing in shows
including Pied Piper, Tag and Blaze. Commercial credits include
appearances with George Michael, Dizzee Rascal and Geri Halliwell, and
on BBC One’s So You Think You Can Dance.

Theo ‘Godson’ Oloyade – Tuggy
Godson was born in Leytonstone and started his dance journey while a
student at Norlington School for Boys, where he formed a streetdance
crew called Goldrush, under the instruction of Brendan ‘Syxx’ Isacc. He
won an audition to work with Boy Blue Entertainment aged just 15 and
has since appeared in shows including Over the Edge, Legacy and the
London 2012 Opening Ceremony. He has appeared in music videos for Mz
Bratt and Ms Dynamite and has been a backing dancer for Rita Ora and
was a finalist in Sky’s Got To Dance.

Michèle ‘Paleta’ Rhyner – Soo Lin
Paleta is part of the urban contemporary dance company TeKi TeKua,
based in Switzerland. As the Webo Sisters, Paleta and her long-time
dance partner Branca have created shows and performed at events
including Red Bull BC One Cypher and United Styles World Finals. She
has performed alongside artists including Afrika Bambaataa, Digital
Underground, Coolio and Naughty by Nature. Her interest in different
dance styles has made her a multifaceted dancer, and her own fusion of
movement and unique style has been recognised with an invitation to the
Juste Debout Experimental World Finals in Paris in 2013 and 2014. 

Hakim Saber – The Osei Brothers / The Ghost
Born in London, Hakim was a late starter to dance, discovering 
it when he began college. Influenced by dancers from Boy Blue
Entertainment, he began by learning breaking as an A-level student, as
well as getting into hip-hop choreography. Hakim appears with the
companies Rain Crew and BirdGang, as well as with Boy Blue
Entertainment. His work with these groups has encouraged him to try
other styles of dance, such as house and hip-hop. Hakim’s philosophy is
to take in a broad range of influences and then to interpret music and
communicate movement through his own, unique style.

Lindon Barr – The Osei Brothers / Hisashi
Lindon Barr trained at Cambridge Performing Arts, Bodywork Company on
a full scholarship and also at many studios in Los Angeles, USA in a
range of dance disciplines from ballet to hip-hop. Lindon is a member of
the Olivier Award Winning Boy Blue Entertainment and is also the
artistic director and main choreographer of his own company Elementz
Entertainment. Lindon’s performance credits include London 2012
Olympic Opening Ceremony, Jesus Christ Superstar World Arena Tour,
The Mobo Awards, BBE: Legacy, The X Factor, Breakin’ Convention,
Russian Classical Ballet Theatre & EA Sports. He has also danced for
artists such as Take That, Mariah Carey, Cher Lloyd, Little Mix, Rita Ora,
Coldplay & Stooshe. His choreography credits include The Bay Music
Awards, Hertz, Coca Cola, Vidal Sassoon & Love Box Music Festival. His
teaching credits include Pineapple Dance Studios in London, Westside
Stage School in Ireland & Bodywork Dance Studios in Cambridge. He has
also judged at many competitions including Essex Street Dance Champs,
Kent Street Dance Champs, Essex Got Talent & More. Other personal
achievements include competing at the World hip-hop Championships in
Las Vegas USA and becoming the National Adult Freestyle Champion.

Duwane Taylor – The Emperor / The Raj / Master Chue
Duwane Taylor began his dance journey seven years ago when he
trained in contemporary and ballet for two years at London’s Barnet
College. During this time he found a passion for street dance and began
to develop skills in this genre. He was Assistant Dance Captain at the
London 2012 Opening Ceremony, has appeared in Boy Blue
Entertainment’s Pied Piper and ZooNation’s Some Like It Hip-Hop, on
Strictly Come Dancing, at the MOBO Awards and worked with brands
including Orange, Puma and Nike. Duwane is also the leader of Got To
Dance 2013 semi finalists Buckness Personified.

Frank Wilson – Choo Fang
An amateur boxer in his teens to mid-20s, Frank swapped his gloves for
ballet shoes and trained as a dancer at Lewisham College. He has
worked in commercial dance for over 18 years with artists including
Wyclef Jean and Madonna. He has worked with hip-hop dance pioneers
including Mark Walsh aka Mo-ideas, C-more-moves and Justin (RIP), and
in hip-hop theatre with Jonzi D. In 2001 Frank joined Robert Hylton’s
Company, performing in Urban Classicism. He is a sought-after workshop
leader and choreographer, with credits including Too Hard to Breathe and
Clown-a-dread. He has also appeared in Into the Hoods [ZooNation],
Pied Piper [Boy Blue Entertainment] and Mischief [Theatre Rites].

Soo Lin’s Minions are played by various members of the Company.
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SYNOPSIS
In ancient times, an evil Emperor has used sorcery to harness the five
elements – wood, fire, earth, metal and water. With the powers of the
combined elements at his command he rules with an iron fist for
decades, until a group of warriors known as the Guardians of Prana
devise a way to defeat the Emperor and split his soul into five parts.

Successful in their plan, each Guardian vows to protect one of the five
orbs containing an element of his soul. Every 60 years a new generation
of Guardians of Prana is trained to ensure peace and harmony reign.

But eventually one of the Guardians becomes greedy for power. Soo Lin
discovers that whoever restores the five elements to one will rule the
world. She persuades fellow Guardian Choo Fang to join her and they
murder their comrades Ying Pi and Lao Chen, claiming their orbs. Wang
Tang realises he is too late to save Ying Pi and Lao Chen but battles
Choo Fang and prevents his orb from falling into the hands of evil.

Wang Tang’s antics make him a local hero, until he is embroiled in a
scandal, which sees him shunned by the villagers. In his misery, he
becomes a drunken vagrant, wallowing in sorrow.

In the present day, we meet The Five. Tuggy, Michelle, Maxine, Flinch
and Stylouse are all appearing in court, where a judge is about to
sentence them for their crimes. An old friend of Wang Tang persuades
him to intervene. At first Wang Tang is reluctant, but seeing an inner
glow within them he agrees to begin their training.

The Five arrive at Wang Tang’s compound but show little promise as
warriors, sneering at their teacher’s strict regimen. Wang Tang warns
them they must never enter his quarters until the spider’s web turns red.

In a flashback, we discover the tragedy that explains Soo Lin’s journey
from innocent child to bitter woman and eventually to becoming the
Black Widow. Meanwhile, The Five’s training is underway. Wang Tang
tries to teach them the foundations of the martial art Pih Poh Fu but
initially they refuse to take him seriously.

As time passes they learn discipline and improve their skills. Wang Tang
assigns each of The Five with their spirit animal.

They are humbled at their newfound skills and become respectful of
their teacher. In spite of their progress, Wang Tang continues to drink.

He reflects on the past, remembering when he was still friends with
Choo Fang, and how they once fought together in a barroom brawl. He
relives their fight, not knowing that Stylouse is secretly studying his
moves. When Stylouse is alone he copies what he has seen,
incorporating the styles of Tuggy, Maxine, Flinch and Michelle. Their
spirit animals appear and merge together to form a powerful dragon-like
shape.

After two years, The Five are ready to graduate.

Wang Tang feels revived by his success. As he sits in his garden, he
sees the spider’s web has turned red. A strange woman approaches, and
the pair sits down to play mah-jong. The woman is revealed to be Soo
Lin and, with Choo Fang, she is determined to complete her dark
mission. Stylouse is ready to fight for his teacher and a battle ensues,
but can he save Wang Tang and the final orb?

As act two begins, we are taken back to earlier times at Wang Tang’s
compound, where the young Guardians of Prana are learning from their
teacher Master Chue. Soo Lin is in love with Wang Tang but he is
oblivious to her feelings. Choo Fang spots a chance to win Soo Lin’s
favour, but she rejects him.

Master Chue oversees their graduation and anoints them each with their
element – wood, fire, earth, metal and water – telling them the
elements are nothing without each other. 

Back with The Five, Stylouse explains the mission Wang Tang has given
them. They track down three of Soo Lin’s associates and Tuggy, Flinch,
Maxine and Michelle show themselves to be worthy of their place in
The Five by getting the information they need to find Soo Lin.

Choo Fang explains his plans for creating a new world order now that
the five orbs are his – but Soo Lin betrays him. Before her dreams of
world domination can be realised, however, she must face The Five. It is
their chance to prove themselves and restore peace and order to the
world, but only if they can overcome the Black Widow in time.

THE FIVE
Solomon Thompson aka Stylouse
Stylouse runs the streets and is a constant nuisance: his last court case
cost the taxpayer millions. He ends up in court this time for one count of
shoplifting, and for carrying a deadly weapon: his fists. Under Wang

2. THE WORK
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Tang, Stylouse proves to be a reluctant student to begin with, but he is a
fast learner, and is soon determined to observe his master and absorb
his knowledge. His animal is the horse, representing speed and
determination.

Luke James aka Flinch
Flinch sees himself as a modern day Oliver Twist, and believes he is
stealing from those who can afford it. He started out as a pickpocket and
street urchin, but his move to breaking and entering got him caught and
sent to Wang Tang’s rehabilitation camp. His animal is the scorpion. A
symbol of retaliation and loyalty, scorpions are often associated with
destruction and resurrection.

Julius Tibias Stephens aka Tuggy
Tuggy is overweight and obsessed with food – even during his court
case he is caught eating. He is charged with 17 counts of shoplifting (all
food items) and resisting arrest. He is possibly the hardest working of
The Five: despite difficulties keeping up the pace, he trains for the
longest, and eventually tones up to become as athletic as the others. His
animal is the gorilla, which represents docility, peace, and inner
strength.

Michelle Gray and Maxine Campbell
Michelle and Max are a team: they work together dealing drugs but
soon enough are charged with five counts of possession with intent, and
ten counts of violent behaviour, with three of those being from illegal
street fighting. The girls mean business. They have been through eight
foster parents in two years: after burning down their last foster family’s
home, they end up under the care of Wang Tang. Their training starts
poorly, as the girls rarely take their master’s orders seriously, but they
end up listening and powering through his practice sessions. Michelle in
particular develops very fast reaction times. Her animal is the snake,
representing strong feminine energy, cunning and supernatural power.
Maxine’s animal is the crane, a symbol of longevity and good fortune.

PHILOSOPHY AND IDEAS BEHIND THE
SHOW
The Five & the Prophecy of Prana is inspired by manga, and throughout
the show, the influence of Japanese comics and martial arts are
prevalent. The company are very specific in their intention of developing
the work in the way that they did. They are not trying to present
orthodox Kung Fu technique but are drawing on the elements of it and
remaining truly hip-hop.

The production plays with ideas of balance between good and evil,
between the elements of earth and air, and the strength that comes from
recognising individual strengths and working as a team. This reflects Boy
Blue Entertainment and its philosophy of family and the foundations of
hip-hop; focused on community, sharing knowledge and excelling
through that.

In 2010 Mikey attended a Kodo performance in Zurich. Taiko drumming is
Japanese and the famous Kodo drummers are a company that live on
Sado Island. They influenced Kenrick and Mikey heavily. The Kodo
drummers believe that the act of playing the drum is a true reflection of
yourself. This was critical in the development of the narrative but also in
the working practice of the company. The true self is reflected in the act
of playing the drum, this ‘self’ is a blend of the physical and emotional.
This influenced the physicality of the performers, their conditioning in
daily class as well as the choreography and characters.

MOVEMENT STYLE & CHOREOGRAPHIC
PROCESS
Boy Blue Entertainment is a hip-hop dance company and their work
crosses the hip-hop and street dance styles – in particular breaking,
popping, locking, krump and house. Boy Blue Entertainment has
developed a high level of technical and performance skill across all age
groups in the Company:

Da Bratz  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQI29I14KAE
Da Blueprint  http://www.boyblueent.com/site/?portfolio=da-blue-print
Boy Blue Seniors  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkjgfW0-ZXA

For The Five & the Prophecy of Prana the movement style is very
different to their previous work. Kenrick and Mikey focused on creating a
movement language and musical soundtrack that reflected the key
influences on the production (manga and Kung Fu), to create something
new and fresh. 

The process for developing a new movement language for the production
started with workshops with a Shaolin master and two monks from The
Shaolin Temple Warrior Monk School, when they came to London
and led a series of workshops that developed an understanding of the
Shaolin foundation sequences, energy and flow. Their sequencing of
movement, for example, ‘set, punch, set, strike’, developed the
understanding of building a skeleton structure for movement in martial
arts that could be used to develop any type of movement. 

The animal techniques of Shaolin also developed the movement
aesthetic and in particular developed particular characters. The
movement language is not a direct presentation of classical Kung Fu
movements. The movement draws on martial arts but also is grounded in
the core hip-hop and street dance techniques that the dancers excel in. 

The choreographic process for The Five drew on the individual dancers,
the animal techniques, their hip-hop technique and martial arts in
general. It used method acting to make the characters to feel
authentic. The process helped develop a movement language that was
specific for this piece of hip-hop dance theatre. It developed the
narrative; it wasn’t just about doing impressive tricks and choreography.
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MUSIC
The development of new music for dance is something that Mikey and
Kenrick have been evolving over the lifetime of Boy Blue Entertainment.

The first part of Mikey’s process is to gather the different ingredients he
will draw on for each track. For this production, he was inspired by:
    •  Kabuki and Noh Theatre
    •  Taiko drums and Japanese stringed instruments and the quality of 
        sound they make 
    •  Japanese Kung Fu films and manga. 
From these inspirations, he developed a large palette of sounds, beats
and textures to sample. Sampling is second nature in hip-hop culture
and in music-making generally it has now become common practice. 

From the samples, Mikey develops a series of beats and scratch tracks
for Kenrick to use in the studio. This process involves Mikey going back
to the script and thinking about where the narrative starts, how it
evolves and where it ends. The sound track is used as another narrative
device.

The creation of movement and music on a Boy Blue Entertainment
production is something that happens in sync and through dialogue.
Mikey is in the dance studio, watching rehearsals and working on music.
With the developments in technology, he can have his laptop and
develop beats and tracks in situ. During the R&D for this production
Mikey was developing a track in the dance studio. They were rehearsing
the battle between Tuggy and The Raj. The bass for that track was quite
dominant and Mikey took out all the other layers of the track. Kenrick
loved the power of the bass on its own and what it added to the
choreography. It was an accident that ended up informing the final track. 

The other element that Mikey developed for this production was
dubbing. Inspired by the Kung Fu films they developed sections of the
work that had dubbed voices speaking out of time with the onstage
action, and sound effects during combat scenes. The production has
moments of humour that these techniques enhance. 

For the music, Mikey thought about the sounds he wanted to
incorporate. “The Taiko drum was where I started,” he says. “It
commands a lot of presence but I was able to make it sound
contemporary, and not alien to my style.”

“For me the opening tracks of the show are fun and have musical theatre
feel to them. I really wanted to push what is possible musically in a hip-
hop dance theatre show. Sometimes I get frustrated when I see a show
as the music can let it down. For me I wanted to push the music of the
show. The music develops throughout but when the animal techniques

are given, that for me is the first moment when the music really moves it
to another level. The music and narrative sync to push the show
forwards.”

ANIMATION, DESIGN, LIGHTING,
COSTUME
Animation
The animation and design turn the stage into a manga comic and take
the audience into a different world. This was a very conscious decision.
The production is heavily influenced by that world, with many of the
comedic moments and movement vocabulary directly referencing manga
and Kung Fu films. The animation also supports the passing of time and
helps the audience move through the narrative. Seasons change at the
dojo, we go back in time, the location changes all through the
animation.

Design
The design for the production is simple, the set elements on stage are a
series of simple wooden structures of different sizes that fit together or
work as solo pieces, to create a bar top, tables, the dojo itself. They also
are a projection surface, and the animation projects on them, creating
depth onstage. The dancers move the set elements into different
groupings; they dance on top of them or sit around them.

Lighting
Lighting is used in The Five to enhance the dramatic narrative of the
work. Mike Gunning, Lighting Designer, had worked with Boy Blue in the
past but also had experience of working on productions using animation.
For a production like The Five, that includes projected animation, it was
important that the lighting design took this into consideration. The
lighting had a role to create atmospheric scenes and to create the feel of
a live manga comic onstage. It equally had to complement the animation
and ensure that it was not overpowered by strong lighting. In the
opening scene of The Five, the lighting reflects the animation. Bold and
dark lighting supports the dramatic animated scenes of the world
burning, and lights the pack of dancers moving in unison across the
stage. At other points it reflects early morning spring skies at the dojo.

Costume
The costume has a distinct Oriental feel. Soo Lin has a kimono inspired
jacket. In training, The Five wear Gi giving a direct reference to the
martial arts. The costumes are once again sampling. The costumes make
reference to the sources but are developed. For example Choo Fang has
laces up his legs, but wears hip-hop inspired Aladdin trousers and a shirt
enabling him freedom of movement. All the costumes reference an inner
city hip-hop style as well the oriental martial arts influence.
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What were your main inspirations to create a work like The
Five?

MA: Kung fu as a kid! Without us realising that one day we would make
a show inspired by it. We just loved those films. Ken did manga art and
drew a character called Wang Tang, the story blossomed from that, but
it was a long time before we actually made a show.

Is it a Kung Fu show?

MA: No it’s not a Kung Fu show, we aren’t trying to be Japanese or even
trying to present an orthodox Kung Fu technique, with The Five & the
Prophecy of Prana we are hip-hop. Sampling is a part of it, we wanted to
embrace these different cultures and approaches to physicality but
create something new and fresh that was us, and had Boy Blue at its
heart. We are proud of where we come from and the influences on our
lives that have led us to create in the way we do. Creating hip-hop you
sample and draw from a whole range of influences around you to create
something new. That’s what we did with The Five.

How did you develop character ideas?

KS: The characters came from so many different influences, we drew on
what and who was around us, so for some of the characters they have
personal anecdotes.

Pih Poh Foo – is actually hip-hop backwards
Wang Tang – is referencing the Wu Tang Clan
Soo Lin – was a reference to the film Twin Warriors
Stylouse – was a reference to New Style & House
Tuggy – we were inspired by Tug Boat Wrestler for this character
Master An-gie – this was our character we created as a thank you to
Angie Smith, Administrative Producer, Barbican Centre, for her support
The Raj – was a character we created for our manager, Raj Pardesi
Mount Paradesi – is a play on Raj’s surname Pardesi, we change the
pronunciation.
Judge Akio – is a reference to Akio Tanaka, the manga artist Boy Blue
collaborated with. He gave us much support and inspiration. 

How did you develop the narrative?

MA: When we were in Japan we met Koichi, a manga editor. Talking
with him we realised how deep manga is in terms of structure and
feeling. The editor helps build the story and makes sure the story is
strong. We took this into our process and worked with Paulette Randall
[Dramaturge] who worked with us creatively in this way. Koichi told us
an analogy about a candle; it’s the wick that holds the candle together
and it burns down. Manga stories go very deep. What we learnt was

that in manga the story telling is non-linear, sometimes there is no
explanation around why a scene happens but you find out later on in the
story. It’s not a western way of story telling. This really helped guide us
in the development of our narrative; it’s not a typical western style, it’s
really influenced by manga. This was our first time to write and develop
a script so it was important to find out about the detail of manga.

When did you start developing the animation?

MA: Actually the script was the first focus because it had such an
impact on the animation. At the same time we had a vision for what we
wanted the visual feel for the show to be. Manga animation was
obviously in our mind; we wanted to set a scene that took the audience
both into manga but into the Japanese style. The animation was a big
part of setting the scene for us.

How do you collaborate as co-Artistic Directors?

MA: We have developed the way we work with each other over the
years. Sometimes a new process has developed through an accident.
When we were creating Pied Piper in 2009 I sent Kenrick a loop, he
thought the whole track was that loop and developed the choreography.
It led me to then develop a few shorter excerpts for some of the solo
moments, but essentially that finale track really worked in a way I had
not intended when I made it.

Tell me about the characters and narrative?

KS: Wang Tang was the original character, he came from a character
drawing I did years ago. We looked at the archetypes – both dark and
light and that was a good starting point. We looked at the purpose of
each character. I wanted to create clarity in each of the characters so
that the audience sees selfish or indecisive, they see fear and strength
in the body. 

The hardest thing was storytelling because there is an eastern and
western way to tell a story as Mikey mentioned earlier. We were trying
to tell a story about the East but to a Western audience. In the East you
are often left hanging, whereas Western audiences expect to get the
conclusion. 

We set ourselves the task with the characters and narrative to make it
manga and to tell it in an Eastern way, but with an urban twist so that
our audiences had something to hang on to. It wasn’t a legitimate
manga, but we didn’t set out to do that, we wanted to create a world, to
make a great piece of hip-hop dance theatre.

IN CONVERSATION WITH ARTISTIC DIRECTORS KENRICK ‘H2O’ SANDY 
AND MICHAEL ‘MIKEY J’ ASANTE
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How did you develop The Five and their animal characters?

KS: It started with the workshops we did with the Shaolin monks when
they taught us foundation steps and stances. I did a lot of research after
that. I learnt the different levels, stances, animals and I worked that
through with the dancers. Learning the foundation sequences from the
Monks helped me understand the skeleton or structure of movement in
Kung Fu. I wanted to add more, to add hip-hop and to add the animal
techniques. 

We looked at the dancers individually, what their personalities are, the
dance they dance and that’s how we got to the animal techniques we
wanted to use. So popping, boogaloo and waving for us had a synergy
with the Snake or Cobra. Breaking was the Scorpion. Locking with its
jumps and extended limb was the Crane. We didn’t find a natural match
for krump or house so we created the Gorilla for krump, it has a grand
and powerful energy. The Horse we created for house as we felt the
energy of a horse matched the bounce and continuous energy of the
dance. 

We took it further and looked at a synergy with different martial arts so
that the dancers could really get inside the character, a bit like method
acting. I wanted the dancers themselves to have input into their
characters. They have to freestyle in character in the show; you can’t do
hip-hop without freestyle. I encouraged them to study film characters,
to really research their character and how they would respond in lots of
different situations. 

Can you talk a little about the physicality of the show and what
influenced it?

MA: Well obviously Kung Fu was a big influence. I think surprisingly one
of the biggest influences was the time we spent with the Kodo
drummers in Japan. The drummers live on Sado Island. Isolated, they
work the land, tend animals and train themselves physically and
mentally and, of course, they practice. To them the drum is a mirror, if

you strike the drum and you are pure and have good energy it reflects
that back at you in the quality of its sound. The same if you have bad
energy, the drum doesn’t sound good. 

Even though I make music electronically this blew me away and I
thought about the mindset I sit down to make music with. I thought
about my physicality. We started training sessions three times a week;
this was way before we actually started the main rehearsal period. We
trained. We took this into the audition also. We needed a cast that
would push themselves mentally and physically. At the start physical
fitness wasn’t so great, but by the end the company was so fit and
strong. It was a great feeling to work with a company like that.

KS: Yes the Kodo drummers were deep. If it doesn’t sound right, it’s
because you aren’t whole. This combined with the idea of The Five
needing to become whole and to grow as individuals made me rethink a
lot. I was in Russia this year choreographing the Closing Ceremony of
the Paralympics’ games in Sochi. I integrated the Shaolin and kodo
mentality into my training. My thought process is in movement, it’s
different, it’s a 360-degree approach to life. Movement for me is
different now. When you are vulnerable you are at your strongest, you
understand the fullness of what you are and what you can become. It’s
powerful.

How do you create music?

MA: I think about music like I would do cooking. You have to find the
right ingredients and mix them in the right way to create a great track.
It’s like cooking! I listen to a lot of music to get inspired and create a
palette of sounds, beats and tracks I like. Then it’s a case of sampling,
making beats and loops and developing scratch tracks for Ken to listen
to. I also thought a lot about the script for this show and our main
inspirations. You can hear the Japanese influence in some of the music,
other sections are deliberately filmic and others have the comic
influence of dub from the old Kung Fu movies we used to watch as kids.

For this show we went to Japan to do some R&D and we saw traditional
Kabuki plays, we saw work with no sound and shows with drummers;
we had a lot of inspiration to draw from. When we were there we met
some Kodo drummers. Their thinking around the drum really stayed with
me. Musically I wanted to find a way to translate that energy of the
drum and the player.

You talked about recycling choreography, what do you mean?

KS: There is a part in the show when Wang Tang teaches The Five the
Koichi. The Koichi is actually the choreography to the Electric Slide,
but given a martial arts feel so that the audience don’t make that
connection immediately. When they do it’s comic. But, Wang Tang
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teaches the Koichi as a foundation step, so firstly the steps or stances,
then the arms and hand gestures and then he combines all the elements
to show the full choreography. Recycling choreography for me helps the
narrative and the Koichi is the perfect example. The Koichi is developed
in the graduation scene by adding the animal techniques, and again in
the finale with both good and evil doing variations. You could also call it
motif development, but for me it’s recycling. This recycling helps the
narrative and makes the Koichi believable as a foundation of the world’s
martial arts. This is part of making great hip-hop dance theatre to me,
the story has to be believable.

Listening to you both talk about the process of this work, I’m
interested in how it reflects your general approach to work and
life?

KS: Hard work is central I think to how we approach work and life. To
achieve your dreams you have to put hard work in, you have to
understand your foundation as a person and the foundation of what you
do. Discipline is key; we look at discipline as a personal practice as well
as something we want our dancers and company to have. Self-esteem
and self-confidence develop when you have a personal practice or
discipline. When you seek the knowledge of foundation and focus you
grow as a dancer and as a person. 

As a company you do a lot of work with young people, what is
your motivation?

MA: We have always worked with young people; I mean we started
when we were teenagers so it made sense and in hip-hop it’s all about
community. We treat all our youth as individuals, we see them for who
they are and we push them. We constantly get educated by the youth
too. It’s tough in schools when there is a rigid curriculum for teachers to
follow. We have devised our own curriculum that works for us as a

Company and we have trained hundreds of young people. We have
found a way that works for us, we lead by example but we also react to
the students. It’s such an important part of what we represent.

KS: We focus on excellence and growth irrespective of whether it’s a
young person or professional dancer. At Breakin’ Convention 2014 we
presented a work with young people and professional dancers. It was
Boy Blue Entertainment. Period. It was about the dance we love and
about the best of who we are and what we do. Young people had
choreographed some of the choreography as well as myself and other
professional dancers.
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This section of the pack contains a series of choreographic, research and
discussion tasks that are directly inspired by the process the Company
used to create the work. They are grouped together to provide blocks of
work that can be used with students studying dance and the performing
arts. The Manga task could be used to tie all the creative tasks together
and provide a framework or narrative for your own performance. 

THE PLOT SUMMARY
The Five & the Prophecy of Prana is a work in two Acts. 

Act One sets the scene, develops the key characters and takes the
audience from an ancient time when the Emperor uses sorcery to
harness the five elements for negative purposes. Five young guardians
are identified and trained by Wang Tang [as their sensei] in the martial
art Pih Poh Fu. Initially they refuse to take him seriously but after two
year’s training, The Five (Flinch, Michelle Gray, Stylouse, Maxine and
Tuggy) graduate, and the first act closes with Wang Tang killed in battle
with Choo Fang.

Act Two further explores the back-story and earlier times when the
young Guardians of Prana studied under their teacher Master Chue. On
graduation, the Guardians were awarded their element – wood, fire,
earth, metal and water, but jealousy and bitterness split the group and
forged a fight for power led by Soo Lin. 

Back to the present, the Five join together to bring a powerful energy of
good to avenge their sensei’s death and fight to bring the five elements
back together as a force for good.

ANIMAL TECHNIQUES & STANCES 
Kung Fu or Gung Fu is a Chinese term for study, learning or practice that
requires patience, energy and time to complete. In the west it is mainly
used to refer to the Chinese Martial Arts, also known as Wushu.

Their animal imagery has five forms, tiger, crane, leopard, snake and
dragon, although there are other animal styles including lion, frog and
panther. The five animals are observations and theories of the fighting
strategies that created the 170 movements of the well-known five
animal techniques of Shaolin.

In The Five & the Prophecy of Prana, the animal techniques are a key part
of the character development and plot around the five young guardians of
Prana. Their five animals are Crane, Horse, Gorilla, Scorpion and Snake.

Animal Dance Martial art 
Character technique style references

Flinch Scorpion Breaking Drunken Master

Michelle Gray Snake Popping, tutting Wing Chun
and boogalooo 

Stylouse Horse * House Taekwondo

Maxine Campbell Crane Locking Karate

Tuggy Gorilla * Krump Jujitsu

* The Company created Horse and Gorilla techniques because they felt
that the existing animal techniques did not have a strong synergy with
the dance styles house and krump. Whilst they are not legitimate
Shaolin techniques, it must be remembered that this was a process to
develop a coherent piece of hip-hop dance theatre, not to present
Shaolin in its purest form. The Company always work from a position of
foundation technique and form before innovating.

Research tasks
1. Find the key personality and vibe of the five animals.
2. Find the key personality and vibe of other animal fighting styles, for 
    example eagle claw, monkey fist or praying mantis Kung Fu. 

Teachers’ note:
Students will be sharing the footage, photographs or drawings they find
or create in the Discussion section. They should download a photograph
or drawing as well as the information to describe it. They can be
encouraged to draw the images themselves. Ensure that the students
are researching the full five animals and then on the second task as
broad a range of animal techniques.

Discussion tasks
In the creation process, the Company explored the Shaolin animal
techniques to develop character. In particular they focused on Tiger,
Mantis, Eagle, Scorpion and Crane. They also created additional ones of
their own for specific characters, Crane, Horse, Gorilla, Scorpion and
Snake.

Following on from the research tasks this discussion will develop the
students’ understanding of the animal techniques and prepare them for
the choreographic tasks.

1. Share your footage, photographs and drawings from the Research 
    task. 
        a. Which is your favourite animal style and why? – Think about the 
            strength of the animal, its movement qualities etc.
        b. How are the animals’ movements or movement qualities used in 
            that particular style? For example the Crane is a bird and a lot of 
            movements are airborne. 

3. CHOREOGRAPHIC, RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION TASKS
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2. Which animal style feels like it would be most natural to you and 
    why? For example you might have great power in jumping, be strong 
    in floor work or have great balance. 
3. Looking at the The Five & the Prophecy of Prana footage and 
    photography, how was this used in the production? 
    Please note: Photographs are used throughout the pack, including in 
    the introduction of this section. Links to footage and behind the 
    scenes films can be found in the Additional Resources section 
    of this pack.

This discussion is also an opportunity for students to recognise the
strengths that their peers possess, as sometimes it is hard to see your
own strengths. This conversation should be encouraging and positive,
recognising specific skills. 

Choreographic tasks
As part of the warm up for this class, introduce the foundation stances
of the Shaolin Kung Fu, preparing the students for the physicality of the
class. This will focus them on the physical and mental discipline of
martial arts, the strength of body and mind required as well as the
different levels and directions.

Teachers’ note:
This footage provides an introduction to the key stances – horse, bow,
empty and crouch stances – as well as punches – forward punch, block,
hook, uppercut and push palm. It will support you to introduce correct
vocabulary in your warm up:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0K4Ar8h0yJw

The Company explored the synergy between animal techniques and
different genres of hip-hop and street dance:

Scorpion: In the Shaolin style the movement has an emphasis on the
legs, there are many falls and flips and practitioners need to be flexible,
have stability and competence in Shaolin Di Tang Quan
(Ground/Breakfall Fist); where the head and body are low to the ground,
with power generated from the ground up.

In The Five, the dance associated with the scorpion is breaking. In
breaking the dancer requires immense strength, flexibility and power.
The dancer freezes, dives, flips; they work off the hands and feet in
footwork; and there are rapid changes to dynamic and power.

In The Five & the Prophecy of Prana, the character that embodies this is
Flinch.

Solo
1. Pick the animal technique that most suits your character and your 
    movement style – for example Scorpion and breaking, or Crane and 
    locking.
2. Discuss and draw on paper the shapes of these creatures. Remember:
    this is not about the quality of the artwork; it’s about sketching to 
    then animate them with your body.
3. Create the shape of your animal: is it compact, stretched out, twisted?
    What body parts are in connection with the floor? Hands, feet, belly, 
    back?
4. Create a short solo that stays on the spot. It should include:
        a. Movements for your animal – the iconic stance that represents 
            your animal, the movement quality of the animal
        b. Your dance style – an iconic movement, the dynamic range etc.
        c.  A change in level
        d. A change in pace
        e. An empty stance
        f.  A beginning and ending position that you can hold
5. It should include a range of actions including twist, push, spin, 
    uncurl.
6. Practice your solo ensuring that it has flow and good performance 
    presence.
7. In pairs watch and direct each other’s solo. You are looking for a clear
    animal reference, all the elements of the solo, a dynamic range and 
    strong performance skills. 
8. Re-rehearse your solo taking on board the commentary you have 
    received. Perform it again and as a class discuss the improvements in 
    concentration, animal qualities, choreographic structure and energy.

Trio
This task requires students to work together to create a trio based on
one animal and dance technique. For example they might create a trio of
scorpions. The students can start in the same way as the solo, focusing
on what they know about the animal, its form and technique and the
qualities with which it moves. This task builds on what they have
developed in the solo.

1. Pick your animal and dance technique
2. Develop a signature phrase of eight counts, it must include:
    a. Two of your animals’ stances
    b. The movement quality your animal has in motion, for example 
        pounce, creep, glide, bounce
    c.  Movement on different levels
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    d. A range of dynamics – that could include fast, slow, a rapid change
        in pace 
3. As a trio you must decide on the spatial pathway of your 
    choreography. You might decide to follow your dance or animal 
    technique. For example breaking happens in circular pathways.
4. Go back to your choreography and add two of the following: cannon, 
    some unison, a freeze, slow motion, a repetition or retrograde
    (reverse your choreography).
5. Each trio should perform their work to the whole class. Discuss the 
    work in detail and reflect on what they see
        a. Is the movement naturalistic or is it very stylised?
        b. What was the process of working together and making group 
            decisions like? What could you improve?
        c.  How could they develop the choreography? – Think of different 
            actions, dynamic range, and spatial pathways.
        d. What happens if it’s performed to different music? Does it 
            change the dynamics or how you interpret it as an audience?
6. Develop the work and perform and discuss again.

Group piece
In the production The Five all have a different animal technique. They
have a section when their animal power is given to them. Their solos
represent the solos you created in the Solo choreographic task. The Five
dance together but each represent their own animal.

1. Split the class into groups of five, each with a different animal 

    technique.
2. Create a tableau with all five dancers holding a recognisable stance 
    for their animal. 
3. Students should perform their animal solo to the group. Discuss the 
    different solos:
        a. Are there moments when a solo complements another by the use
            of levels, dynamic range, or extension in the body?
        b. Do any of the solos use the same movements at any point?
        c.  Are there similar actions or dynamic ranges?

4. Create a short unison phrase that takes movement from the five solos.
    This phrase needs to be able to be repeated, so if it ends in a position
    on the floor find a way to stand so that you can loop the choreography
    and start again.
5. Discuss the movement pathway – straight line, zigzag, circular, 
    diagonal – that your work will take. The dancers should move apart 
    and come back together at the end.
6. Create a solo moment for each dancer, this should feature your most 
    dynamic movement or iconic position
7. Finish the choreography in unison with a final tableau. 
8. Each group will perform it to music and then discuss as a whole class
        a. Focus on what you see in the choreography as before
        b. Discuss the choreographic structure of the work from beginning 
            to end and any changes that can strengthen the work
        c.  Discuss the power of the animal techniques and the process of 
            using this as an inspiration to choreograph

Teachers’ note:
Additional footage to support this task includes a series of five short
films made by Dance to This TV can be found in the Additional
Resources section of this pack.

Specific Kung Fu films include:
•  Scott Pilgrim vs The World [Edgar Wright, 2010]
•  The Last Airbender [M. Night Shyamalan, 2010]
•  Man of Tai Chi [Keanu Reeves, 2013]
•  Dragon Ball Z [television series, 1989]

There is an additional list of Kung Fu films in the Additional Resources
section of this pack.

Footage that demonstrates classic breaking style and foundation can be
seen in this battle scene at The Roxy, from the film Beat Street [1984
Dir: Stan Lathan]: 
•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNsMEP0i8aM

The students should perform to each other across all tasks. They should
focus on discussing:
•  What they saw
• The animalistic qualities they recognised and ways to develop that
•  The dance technique they recognised 
•  The use of music and how different tracks made the work look and 
    feel to perform
•  What actions, dynamics and spatial pathways they saw
• Areas to develop – this might include performance, the use of 
    choreographic devices like cannon, or characterisation
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COMBAT CHOREOGRAPHY 
In The Five & the Prophecy of Prana there are choreographed fight
scenes. 

This task is based around the ways in which the company developed the
choreography around the ideas of physical contact in combat. This task
is not about fighting, it specifically will work on different levels, cannon,
timing and musicality. To create realistic and intricate choreography the
students need to focus on movement that embodies cause and effect
and that has flow. 

Watching the third and fifth Dance to This TV videos (listed in the
Additional Resources section of this pack) will show you some of the
moments of combat from the production.

Research tasks
1. Find out the names of three classic Kung Fu films
2. As a class watch a classic Kung Fu film – looking in particular at the 
    physicality of the martial artists, the use of animal techniques and 
    stances and the story lines.
3. You see combat choreography in theatre, dance and film. Find two 
    examples of how combat choreography is used differently. For 
    example in Shakespeare, classical ballet or on film.

Discussion tasks
1. Following the research, discuss the films you researched and 
    watched. 
        a. What character types were there? Good, evil, comic etc
        b. How did the combat / fight choreography develop the plot?
        c.  Was there a moral to the story?
2. Discuss the different ways that combat can be choreographed
        a. Discuss the different examples of dance, theatre and film you 
            researched
        b. Discuss how different dance styles devise combat choreography 
            so that it works within their technique, for example in ballet or 
            physical theatre
3. Combat choreography isn’t a fight; it is a stylised interpretation that 
    creates a believable illusion for the audience. Discuss:

        a. What helps create the illusion?
        b. Can music help set the scene?
        c.  How are sound effects used in combat scenes in Kung Fu films?

Choreographic tasks
Developing a combat vocabulary
1. As a class practice different ways in which you might disarm a single 
    punch. Try and find three different ways. You could block it, push it 
    away, duck – this uses different dynamics, levels and actions.
2. The teacher can teach a series of different punches and blocks, 
    including forward punch, block, hook, uppercut and push palm (you 
    can refer to this video link again for vocabulary –
    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0K4Ar8h0yJw). 
3. Work on the action and dynamic. Focusing the energy so that the 
    punch is solid and consistent, and at the same time the response 
    needs to be immediate. 

Wang Tang and Choo Fang duet task
The task is to create a combat duet. This will require you to think about
cause and effect and you will have to set your choreography and perform
it with precision to ensure that the timing is right and it is believable. In
the production these two characters have a key fight scene in Act 1. This
will be the inspiration to develop the duets further.

Inspired by shadow boxing, the choreography was performed as solos
and then as a duet; it develops and builds the intensity of the combat
choreography when they finally meet.

Part 1 – creating the basis of your duet
1. In pairs pick three different blocks and three attacks; this will be the 
    basis of your duet. 
        a. Use different body parts in the attack and block
        b. Don’t physically kick or hit each other
        c.  Focus on your energy, precision and connection as a duo.
2. Create three new movements of your own.
        a. Decide who will block – this can vary
        b. Vary your body parts, so you might punch with the arm or kick 
            with the leg
        c.  Vary how you block, remember you are creating dance theatre 
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            and want to keep the audience engaged, so use different levels 
            and don’t stay rooted on the spot
        d. It is really important in this section to mark your movement – 
            this means working them out slowly rather than going full speed 
            before you know how the movement works.
        e. Create a dynamic range of energy and pace that can include: 
            rapid movements, slow motion or explosive movements
3. Link your movements into a sequence; are there movements that link 
    them or do you move through all three rapidly? Linking movements 
    can include circling each other, a sudden change in level, jumps or 
    spins.
4. How does your duet begin? There are a lot of options, for example 
    they could run towards each other, circle each other like an animal 
    stalking its prey or move in slow motion.
5. Perform and discuss.

Part 2 – developing your duet using the idea of shadow boxing
1. Mark through your choreography as a duet
2. Take two steps backwards from each other and dance your duet again
        a. Remember you must maintain the rhythm – doing your own 
            sound effects can help you with this
3. Find a starting point for each character – understand the motivation 
    for why they are going into combat, as it will help with your 
    characterisation. For example do both characters know they are about 
    to fight? Is it an ambush? Do we join mid way through a battle?
4. Mark through your choreography, from starting position to shadow 
    boxing and then the moment when the characters meet.
        a. Think about the dynamic of the characters meeting – is it 
            explosive or do they stalk each other?
5. How do sound effects develop the comedic aspect of your combat 
    choreography? Think about which points you want there to be a sound
    effect. Discuss if you will make the sound effects or if they will be 
    pre-recorded? 
6. Add in a repetition, change in dynamic (slow motion, fast forward, 
    reverse) and find an ending position for the duet
        a. How does it end? Is there a victor?
        b. Is the final movement dramatic (one character could defeat the 
            other) or comedic (they could run out of energy and both 
            collapse?) – draw your ideas from the Kung Fu films you have 
            seen.
7. Perform your duet again and discuss as a whole class
        a. How did the shadow boxing task develop it?
        b. Do you see characters?
        c.  Do you see more of a beginning, middle and end structure to the 
            choreography?

MANGA
Manga is the Japanese word for comics or printed illustrated stories.
Manga relies a lot on motion effects for story telling. Through its use of
storyboards, reading a manga is like watching a film. Storyboarding is a
process that helps you express your manga story, a good storyboard
will lead the reader through a narrative. 

Creating your manga story can lead to collaborations with the art
department. It could also create the framework for all your choreography
and music creation work to sit within. You could perform your own
manga story through dance, music and storytelling at the end of this
project.

Research tasks
1. Research manga and learn about where it is from and the different 
    styles
2. Are there particular storylines that are popular
3. Are there characters that are popular, for example an archetype or a 
    character that features in a series of different manga?
4. Find out the names of five famous manga artists

Discussion tasks
1. Discuss the research you have done about manga, in particular:
        a. What is manga?
        b. What was your favourite aspect of manga – for example, the 
            artwork, characters or style of storytelling?
        c.  What was your favourite story or character and why?
2. Discuss and create a storyline that you will use as the focus for your 
    manga story. This might include:
        a. The beginning, middle and end
        b. Key characters and how they develop
        c.  Key characteristics of each character including what they look 
            like, special skills or powers etc
        d. Is there a moral to your tale?



Creative tasks
1. Write the script based on the research and discussion preparation you 
    have done
2. Practice drawing your characters – give them individuality, understand
    their skills and powers and draw them in action.
3. Download a manga template from the Internet (see Additional 
    Resources section for an online resource for Manga templates) the 
    box sizes vary, some don’t have borders and you can develop your 
    manga story how you like within these boxes. Draw your manga story, 
    fill in the panels or boxes with your sketches
        a. Fill in the detail and flesh out the characters
        b. Shade and colour your manga
        c.  Add speech bubbles – these can include text from the script that 
        advance the story or sound effects
4. Share and discuss your manga with the class
        a. Is your narrative clear?
        b. Do people like your characters and want them to win or 
            overcome their battle?
        c.  How might you develop your manga?
        d. If you were going to make your manga into a stage production 
            what might you have to think about? – Characterisation, set, 
            music etc

Teachers’ note:
We want to encourage students to explore and create within the same
realm as Boy Blue Entertainment. The Manga task is designed to support
students to understand more about manga art. It can be done in
collaboration with the art department or within the performing arts or
dance lessons. This task can be done as a short introduction to a unit of
work around The Five & the Prophecy of Prana, or it can be the central
focus around which all the choreographic, research and discussion tasks
happen. The students could develop a manga story that they then bring
to life as a performance using the creative tasks in this pack. 

USE OF MUSIC
The music is all original and created for The Five & the Prophecy of
Prana by Mikey. When he starts to create music he builds a palette with
lots of different sounds that include beats, sound effects and tracks. He
researches lots of different areas to find things that inspire him.

Students should be encouraged to create a collective music palette for
the project. The music can be used, along with the teachers’ collection,
for dance class, improvising and choreography. It should include:
•  Sound effects
•  Sound that has been dubbed
•  Beats
•  Tracks from different musical genres – to include hip-hop, classical, 
    Taiko drumming, percussive sound, electronic, experimental or folk
•  Music they have composed or that has been composed by other 
    students

Where there is access to the relevant equipment, students can
experiment with the creation of their own music, either through
computer software, for example Garage Band, or using Looping
equipment to develop simple beats.

As the students develop choreography they should experiment
performing their work to different tracks and genres of music. This will
lead to discussion around:
•  What does the music make you feel and how does it make you move?
•  What music makes the dance look more dramatic, heighten the 
    animalistic nature of the work or create the world the dancers intend 
    to?
•  Can the work be performed in silence?
•  Does the music affect the way the audience sees the dance?

Boy Blue Entertainment work with original music, this enables them to
create dance and music that balance each other. This project could be an
opportunity for dance and music students to collaborate together. 

The music for the production is available to buy online as single tracks or
the full album. Full details in the Resources section of this pack.
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6. SUPPORTING INFORMATION

AUTUMN TOUR 2014
Barbican, London
Thursday 2 – Saturday 4 October
Evenings 7.45pm, Saturday matinee 2.30pm

Brighton Dome
Tuesday 7 & Wednesday 8 October
7.30pm, post show talk 7 October

Lighthouse, Poole
Friday 10 & Saturday 11 October
7.00pm, post show talk 10 October

Hall for Cornwall, Truro
Monday 13 & Tuesday 14 October
7.30pm, post show talk 13 October

Cast, Doncaster
Friday 17 October
7.30pm, post show talk

Northern Stage, Newcastle
Tuesday 21 & Wednesday 22 October
7.30pm, post show talk 21 October

Nottingham Playhouse
Friday 24 & Sat 25 October
7.00pm, post show talk 24 October

Grand Theatre, Blackpool
Tuesday 28 & Wednesday 29 October
7.30pm 28 Oct (post show talk), 2pm 29 October

Gulbenkian, Canterbury
Saturday 1 & Sunday 2 November
7.30pm 1 Nov (post show talk), 2pm 2 November

Warwick Arts Centre, Coventry
Tuesday 4 & Wednesday 5 November
7.30pm, post show talk 4 November

Oxford Playhouse
Friday 7 & Saturday 8 November
7.30pm, post show talk 7 November

The Lowry, Salford Quays
Tuesday 11 & Wednesday 12 November
7.30pm, post show talk 11 November

Sherman Theatre, Cardiff
Friday 14 & Saturday 15 November
7.30pm, post show talk 14 November

Running time: 110 minutes including an interval
Age suitability: 6+

AUTUMN TOUR 2014 INFORMATION
For booking links and the latest information about The Five & the
Prophecy of Prana tour, competitions, artist blogs, videos and much more
go to:  www.TheFiveTour.co.uk

Boy Blue Entertainment – www.boyblueent.com
This is the official website for Boy Blue Entertainment. You can also
follow them across social media:
•  Facebook: www.facebook.com/BoyBlueEnt
•  Twitter: https://twitter.com/BoyBlueEnt
•  Instagram:  http://instagram.com/boyblueent
•  Flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/boyblueent/
•  YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/boyblueent
•  Vimeo: www.vimeo.com/boyblueent

Dance Touring Partnership – www.dancetouringpartnership.co.uk
Formed in 2002, Dance Touring Partnership (DTP) is a network of
theatres working together to bring exciting and engaging dance to
audiences around the UK. It has commissioned new work and, through
its national tours of groundbreaking dance, aims to build audiences,
increase the range and diversity of work available and encourage new
attenders into dance. It also gives people the opportunity to meet artists
and experience new dance first-hand through workshops and talks as
well as providing useful education resources to students and teachers.
The combination of these has helped to dramatically change the face of
dance in the UK.

Since 2004 DTP has toured Ultima Vez, Australian Dance Theatre,
Jasmin Vardimon, Renegade Theatre, Stan Won’t Dance, Theatre Rites,
Fabulous Beast, Hofesh Shechter, Tanja Liedtke’s Twelfth Floor, Bounce
Street Dance Company, Danish Dance Theatre, Shaun Parker &
Company, Blanca Li Dance Company and Nobulus.

To find out more about DTP, download previous resource packs 
and sign up to receive updates about future tours visit
www.dancetouringpartnership.co.uk

DTP core members
Brighton Dome
Hall for Cornwall, Truro
Lighthouse, Poole
The Lowry, Salford
Northern Stage, Newcastle
Nottingham Playhouse
Oxford Playhouse
Sherman Theatre, Cardiff
Warwick Arts Centre, Coventry
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UK WORKSHOP INFORMATION
As part of The Five & the Prophecy of Prana’s first tour of the UK a
programme of scheduled dance workshops are available. Taught by two
members of the performing company, the workshops are designed to
support the dance curriculum in the UK and will support students with
their study and development. They will include:
•  A thorough warm up and cool down, developing students’ dance 
    vocabulary 
•  Repertoire from the production, including key movement motifs that 
    will develop students’ knowledge and performance skills
•  Creative tasks that develop students’ choreographic and performance 
    skills as they create in and share work in response to the production 
•  Students will be able to ask questions in an Artist Q&A at the end of 
    the workshop.

Boy Blue Entertainment is highly experienced in their delivery of
workshops and projects with young people, teaching over 100 young
people each week at their London studio and leading projects across the
UK.

Experience guidance: the workshop is a general level so participants
with and without experience in hip-hop dance styles will learn and
develop. Workshops can also be delivered for teachers and
professionals, past and present. 
Age guidance: suitable for participants from age 6 through to adults
Duration of workshop: 1 hour 30 minutes
Capacity: 30 maximum / 10 minimum
Cost: £150 + vat (plus any travel expenses incurred)

EVERYBODY DANCE NOW 
Everybody Dance Now [EDN] is a creative, artist-led approach to the
challenge of delivering sustained audience engagement alongside
touring work.

EDN is looking to build strong and lasting relationships within
communities by developing a cohort of locally-based artists who,
following intensive training with the company, will deliver grass-roots
participatory work around tours. Across the next two tours, DTP will
work with touring partners to develop a presence across the country
with priority given to those where engagement with the arts is low.

EDN is running alongside The Five at regional touring venues.

If you would like further information about Everybody Dance Now, please
email Emma Turner on education@dancetouringpartnership.co.uk

TEACHER’S NOTES
This pack has been designed predominantly for teachers and students of
GCSE Dance. However, it is also relevant for AS Level, BTEC and the
Arts Award.

The different sections of the pack are aimed at giving both teachers and
students an insight into both the creation process and the production
itself.

The creative process that Boy Blue Entertainment used to create The
Five & the Prophecy of Prana has inspired the series of Research,
Discussion and Choreography tasks. These tasks have been written
developmentally to enable teachers to focus a single lesson or a term’s
worth of work on the production.

It will provide opportunities for students to both develop and practice
their critical appreciation, choreography and performance skills whilst
developing knowledge of dance genres.

The discussion tasks are focused on the work itself and the themes that
inspired the work. This gives students the chance to reference other
subjects they are studying and understand the broad range of
inspirations that a choreographer can have when making a new
production.

The research tasks are useful for all students but some of the evidencing
that is referenced is directly applicable to those studying for their Arts
Award.

There is information in the pack that will support students to complete
these tasks and additional resources in the Supporting Information
provide an additional guide.

The website www.TheFiveTour.co.uk gives up to date information about
the tour, workshops, video clips, competitions and blogs by the company.

We are always keen to receive feedback, so please do let us know how
useful this pack is to you and whether there are any topics or areas of
work you would like to see in future packs. Please send your comments
and suggestions to education@dancetouringpartnership.co.uk
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YOUR VISIT TO THE THEATRE
Your visit to the theatre can also be used as an opportunity for students
to increase their knowledge, develop their independence and document
their experience.

Students can be encouraged to: 
    •  Do a Google search to find the theatre website 
    •  Use the theatre website to find out the starting time and address 
    •  Work out as a group the quickest way to get to the theatre 
    •  Print a map or a list of the train/tube/bus times

It is also an opportunity to talk to students about the language of
theatre, including Proscenium Arch, audience, stage and Cyc.
Students can be set tasks from this pack in terms of discussing the work
that they see. They can do this in the interval, by taking part in one of
the Meet the Company post show talks or on the way back to school.
This is advised because the production is fresh in their minds at this
point.

OTHER WAYS TO GET INVOLVED
Meet The Company after the show
Across the tour there is the opportunity to meet and talk with the
company. Each venue is hosting a free post show talk, offering the
chance to put questions to the company. Hosted by a local dance
professional or enthusiast, audiences will be able to hear about the
inspirations, influences, processes, challenges and adventures behind
the making of the show.

Online Reviews and Competitions
For more information on how to post online reviews and take part in
competitions visit www.TheFiveTour.co.uk

Facebook
Visit us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/DanceTouringPartnership

Twitter
Follow us on twitter https://twitter.com/dancetp

YouTube
www.youtube.com/user/dancetouringpartners

DANCE YOUR CITY 3
The online dance competition is back! Show us your choreography to
win the chance to perform live on stage in London joining Boy Blue
Entertainment at the Barbican as Special Guests in their line up in
February 2015.

How to enter the competition:

1. Create your own 60-90 second trailer filmed at an iconic landmark in 
    your town or city. See the winning entry from last year by Moving 
    Together from Leicester for inspiration. Watch the videos on 
    www.thefivetour.co.uk/competition. To hear when voting opens and 
    get updates follow us on Twitter https://twitter.com/dancetp, like us 
    on Facebook www.facebook.com/dancetouringpartnership or join the 
    email list at www.dancetouringpartnership.co.uk.

2. Film your dance and upload it to the Dance Your City competition page.

3. Ask your friends and family to visit the Dance Your City competition 
    page and vote for their favourite video. The earlier you submit your 
    video, the longer you will have to gain votes!

4. On 15 November we will announce the 3 videos with the most public 
    votes. The finalists will have to prepare a 3 minute piece to take to 
    the Live Final in London in December to perform in front of a public 
    audience and a panel of dance experts. A small travel fund will be 
    available to each of the finalists.

5. The ultimate winner, chosen by the panel of experts, will perform live 
    as Special Guest performers at an evening with Boy Blue 
    Entertainment at the Barbican in London in February 2015. They will 
    spend the whole day with the company, with access all areas to see 
    how the show is staged and set up. Then they will perform their 
    winning choreography in front of a live audience as part of the 
    evening’s show!

The competition is open to groups or individuals, all age groups 6yrs+,
and all dance styles.  Videos can be submitted by links from YouTube or
Vimeo and must not be longer than 90 seconds otherwise they will not
be eligible for entry.
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PRODUCTION CREDITS

Created and directed by 
Kenrick ‘H2O’ Sandy & Michael ‘Mikey J’ Asante

Choreography: Kenrick ‘H2O’ Sandy
Music: Michael ‘Mikey J’ Asante

Manga collaborator: Akio Tanaka
Video design, set and animation: Yeast Culture

Creative Director: Nick Hillel
(video design & animation)

Set design: Sander Loonen
Lighting design: Mike Gunning
Sound design: Colin Pink

Costume design: Jane Dickerson
Creative collaborator: Paulette Randall

Animation and illustration: Ben Wright & Will Milton

Original Cast
The Emperor Duwane Taylor 
Wang Tang Tommy Franzen 
Choo Fang Frank Wilson

Soo Lin Michèle ‘Paleta’ Rhyner 
Lao Chen Jumar Aben
Ying Pi Kayla Lomas-Kirton

Stylouse Bradley ‘Bradz’ Charles
Tuggy Theo ‘Godson’ Oloyade
Flinch Kofi ‘Klik’ Mingo
Max Xena Gusthart

Michelle Vicky ‘Skytilz’ Mantey
The Raj Duwane Taylor

The Ajarye Kayla Lomas-Kirton
The Osei Brothers Shaun Smith & Hakim Saber 

The Ghost Tommy Franzen, Jumar Aben & 
Hakim Saber

Hisashi Shaun Smith
Master Chue Duwane Taylor

Soo Lin’s Minions Members of the company

Voice performers 
Kurtis Agyekum, Michael ‘Mikey J’ Asante, Amy Butterworth, Genesco
Dela Cruz, Russell Evans, Brendon Isaac, Theo Oloyade, Kenrick ‘H2O’
Sandy, Andrea Sasu, Stefan Sinclair

Assistant animators: Rebecca Garrood, Ilian Velikov, 
Matt Syms, Sean Sears

Video programming: Andy Coates
Video tech and additional 

post-production: Tom Bassford
Production co-ordinator: Marc Brown

Technical production manager: Andy Downie
Stage manager: Penny Foxley

Deputy stage manager: Altan Reyman
Assistant stage manager: Emily Thompson

Lighting manager: Lucy Hansom
Video manager: Amber Hine
Sound manager: Neil Sowerby
Dance captain: Vicky ‘Skytilz’ Mantey

Assistant dance captain: Kayla Lomas-Kirton
R&D choreographic assistant: Brendan ‘Syxx’ Issac

Additional choreography: Kofi ‘Klik’ Mingo
Additional solo material: Tommy Franzen, Michèle ‘Paleta’ 

Rhyner and Bradley ‘Bradz’ Charles

Choreographic contributions from the Cast 

Assistant to the composer: Richard Edwards
Costume assistant: Amber Hylton

Costume construction: Marialena Kapotopoulou
Japanese translator: Mary Moreton

Producer: Phillip Burton
Associate producer: Hisashi Itoh
General manager: Rajpal Pardesi

Set constructed by Firma Smits; cloths and gauzes by ShowTex; orbs
designed and made by Russell Beck Studio; additional costumes
provided by Mark Fast; dance floor by Harlequin; catalyst and projection
equipment supplied by XL Video; lighting hires supplied by White Light;
transportation by Edwin Shirley; production photography by Hugo
Glendinning; video documentation by Sue Green/ Dance To This TV.
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GLOSSARY
Animal styles
In Chinese martial arts the imagery of the five animals (translated as the
Five Forms) is an important element. They represent tiger, crane, leopard,
snake and dragon. There are other animal styles including lion, carp,
rooster, scorpion etc.

Animation
Animation is the process of creating the illusion that a sequence of
static images is in continuous motion. Animation is described as moving
in frames per second; the frame referring to the single page image
traditionally drawn by hand. Today animation can be done many ways,
including illustration, flipbook, digital technology or three-dimensional
objects.

Archetype
The word archetype comes from ancient Greek referring to an original
type or model. Archetypal personalities reflect fundamental human
experiences. There are twelve primary types that reference basic human
motivators, including The Hero, The Explorer and The Ruler.

Artistic collaborators
To collaborate is to work together to achieve a task or shared goals.
Artistically this usually describes a joint production, each collaborator
bringing a specific artistic skill and expertise to enable the whole vision
to become a reality. Artistic collaborators work closely to discuss and
shape the vision throughout the process. 
Artistic Directors Kenrick and Mikey are artistic collaborators across all
Boy Blue Entertainment work. For The Five they expanded this team to
ensure that their vision was achieved (see The Work section).

Artistic Associate
An Artistic Associate usually refers to an artist or company being in
residence with an organisation or festival. For example Boy Blue
Entertainment are resident artists at Barbican Centre, London. There are
many benefits of a relationship like this, for a company it gives them a
base and a very public vote of support in their work, and for the
organisation, it enables them to align themselves with the artist, their
work and audiences. 

Breaking is the first dance of hip-hop, created in the Bronx, New York
City in the 1970s. Breaking consists of tops (dancing standing up to
express the music including different types of get downs to the floor),
footwork (the complex and diverse ways that dancers move and rotate
on the floor) and the freeze (a frozen shape the dancer pulls at the end
of a set). B Boys see this dance as an individual expression, it’s like a
conversation that has a beginning, middle and an end, it has, flow, style
and character.  

Canon in dance is when a group of dancers repeat a movement or a
movement phrase one after the other. For example like a Mexican wave.

Creative process
The Creative Process is a series of stages of development of an idea.
Every artist develops a unique process but it always starts with
inspiration, with the idea. Artists and their collaborators test the idea to
clarify what they really want to create. This might involve research and
development playing with ideas in the studio.  Throughout this phase
you are also evaluating what you are creating against what your overall
vision is. This leads into an intense period where you incubate the ideas,
working, reworking and looking at all the elements of your work
alongside each other. The final test is in front of invited audiences and
ultimately public audiences. 

The Cyc
The cyclorama is a curtain or sheet, positioned to screen both the rear of
the stage and part of the wings to create an impression of space, with
the use of lights and or projection.

Dance Captain
A dance captain is a senior dancer on a production or event who works
directly with the choreographer. They then take the lead on rehearsing
dancers, giving direction and maintaining the intention of the
choreography. They can also be called a Rehearsal Director.

Dojo
A dojo is a Japanese term that translates as “place of the way” and
traditionally refers to the space for training in the arts including the
martial arts. 

Drunken Master
Drunken Master (1978) is a martial arts film featuring Jackie Chan. It
inspired the drunken master style, a comedic style of Kung Fu that
Jackie Chan became famous for.

Dubbing
Dubbing is a postproduction technique used in filmmaking. It's most
common use is in replacing the voices on screen with those in another
language enabling foreign audiences to understand. In Kung Fu films of
the 1970s the dubbing was often out of sync, adding, what now is a
comedic element to the films.

Dynamic range
Dynamic range refers to the extremes of dynamism in movement, for
example explosive or soft, speed or stillness, or expansive or compact.
The use of dynamic range or one specific type of dynamic in dance
theatre can establish a character or increase emotion in narrative.

Electric Slide
The Electric Boogie was a song written by Jamaican Reggae artist
Bunny Wailer. It was first recorded in 1976. The Electric Slide is a four-
wall facing dance created by Ric Silver the same year. The dance is
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simple and repeats to face each wall and usually whole parties of
people dance it together. Made popular in the 1980s it is usually danced
to the track Candy by Cameo. 

Five Elements
In traditional China Wu Xing refers to the five elements or five phases.
The Wu Xing are Wood, Earth, Water, Fire and Metal.

Footwork
Is one of the key elements of breaking.  The simplest description is to
get down to the floor and go crazy! There was no formula when it was
created. You rotate around yourself making your feet run around you in a
circular pathway and include moves like knee drops. With footwork, like
the whole of breaking, the more original you were the better. Today
dancers have created a lot of formulas around footwork – some steps
have now been given numbers, for example a ‘six step’ uses six steps to
create one rotation of footwork. However, originally it wasn’t like this. 

Freelance
Freelance is a term given to someone who works independently to an
organisation. They are a Sole Trader, working for them self and often
doing multiple fixed term contracts at once. Dancers are usually
freelance, unless working for large companies.

Freestyle
Freestyle refers to the improvisation in the elements of hip-hop. For
example a dancer responds in the moment to the music the DJ plays.
The dancer uses their technique in this moment in the same way a
contemporary dancer would in an improvisation.

Freeze
A freeze is a position that the dancer holds in stillness as part of the
dance. Most commonly used in Breaking, the dancer creates a 'picture'
moment with their body.

Gi
Karate Gi is the traditional Japanese name for a Karate training outfit.
Today most martial arts training uniforms are referred to as a Gi.

Hip-hop culture
Hip-hop is a cultural form that was created in the 1970s in the Bronx,
New York City. During this period the Bronx was a social, economic and
architectural wasteland. The forgotten youth of the borough started to
innovate, creating the most vibrant and relevant cultural form for
decades. 

Hip-hop
The foundations of hip-hop are the four elements of DJ’ing – the use of
turntables to transform the beat, B Boying – the dance that responds to
the beat, MC’ing – the rhymes and vocal sound track, and Graffiti – the
artwork.

Hip-hop dance theatre 
In the 1980s members of the Rock Steady Crew performed on Broadway;
this show was the first example of hip-hop culture in the theatre. Since
the 1980s across the globe artists have created increasingly conceptual
and theatrical uses for hip-hop culture in the theatre. In the UK the two
leading artists in hip-hop dance theatre are Jonzi D (founder and Artistic
Director of Breakin’ Convention – for more information see website
resources below) and Benji Reid. 

House
House is a social dance form that came out of the house music clubs in
Chicago and New York. Key elements of the dance are footwork, Jacking
and lofting. Musically house draws on jazz, African, Latin, Soul, Funk and
hip-hop and the dance reflects the rhythms from those dance styles too.
Some key dancers are Brian ‘Footwork’ Green, Marjory Smarth, Caleaf
Sellers, ‘Brooklyn’ Terry Wright and Voodoo Ray, alongside many others. 

Jujitsu
Jujitsu is a Japanese martial art, a close combat form used to defeat an
armed opponent. Practitioners manipulate their opponents' force and use
it against them. It involves joint locks and throws in its form.

Kabuki
Kabuki is a form of Classical Japanese dance theatre. It is highly stylised
and the performers wear elaborate make up. It is seen as avant garde
and out of the ordinary due to its stylisation. 

Karate
Karate is a Japanese martial art. It's a striking form that uses punching,
knee strikes, elbow strikes and open hand techniques like knife-hands
and spear-hands.

Kimono
A kimono is a traditional piece of Japanese clothing. They are T-shaped
straight robes, secured by a sash called an obi.

Kodo
Kodo is a professional Taiko drumming group who live on Sado Island,
Japan. This is the company that Boy Blue Entertainment saw and spent
time with. In Japanese the word Kodo means ‘heartbeat’, which is
believed to be the primal source of all rhythm.

Krump
Krump is a street dance form created in South Central, Los Angeles in
the early 2000s by Ceasare ‘Tight Eyez’ Willis and Jo’Artist ‘Big Mijo’
Ratti. Aggressive in appearance this highly physical dance with foot
stomps and chest articulation is actually an non-violent form of
expression. The letters reference Kingdom Radically Uplifted Mighty
Praise and the community gives praise to god as they dance. David
LaChapelle’s Rize bought the krump community worldwide recognition. 
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Kung Fu or Gung Fu
Kung Fu or Gung Fu is a Chinese word that related to any study, learning
or practice that requires patience and time to do.  It is now widely used
to refer to martial arts.

Kung Fu film
Kung Fu film is a sub-genre of martial arts films and action cinema from
Hong Kong. 

Laurence Olivier Award
The Laurence Olivier Award is presented annually by the Society of
London Theatre (SOLT) in recognition of excellence in theatre. This is the
highest honour in British Theatre.

Locking
Locking was originally called Campbellocking after Don Campbell who
created the original moves. Created on the west coast of America in the
1970s, it is traditionally danced to funk music. Locking refers to the way
that the dancer moves into a position of ‘lock’ like a point or muscle
man, and then moves back into the groove of the music. It includes
jumps into splits, points, hand slaps and polyrhythms through the body.

Manga
Manga are comics created in Japan and have an individual visual style.
People of all ages read manga in Japan. Manga are written in all
genres, including action-adventure, comedy, horror and sport.
In Manga there is the Mangaka or comic artist as well as Manga
Writer and Manga Editor. 

Mangaka
Mangaka is the Japanese name for comic artist.

Manga editor
Most Mangaka work with an editor. The editor’s role is to supervise the
production of a series giving advice on layout, direction and pace. The
relationship between the Artist and Editor is like a footballer and his
coach or a dramaturge working in dance or theatre to support the
narrative and character development throughout a work. 

Mark your movement 
The phrase to 'mark' your movement, is used by dancers to mark out
choreography for timing, spacing, movement memory, without
performing at full energy and physical extension.

Method Acting
Method acting is a series of techniques used by actors to seek out and
identify with their characters’ inner motivations in order to create
believable performances. ‘Method’ refers to the techniques used to draw
on your own emotions and memories to create characters with depth.
You will often read about actors that continue to portray their characters
even off stage throughout the duration of a project. 

Motif development
A dance motif is a recurring movement or short phrase in a piece of
choreography. To develop it you look at actions, space, dynamics and
relationships. For example changing the order (action), level (space) or
staging (space). 

Noh
Noh is a form of classical Japanese musical drama that was first
developed in the 13th Century. Traditionally a Noh performance contains
five plays and lasts all day. Shorter works break up the intensity. 

Non-linear
Non-linear narrative is used in film, literature and in theatre. Events are
portrayed out of chronological order rather than following the natural
course of a day. It might include dream sequences that change the time.

Opera
Opera is an artform where singers and musicians perform dramatic work
that is sung text with a musical score. It includes acting, and sometimes
dance, as well as set and costume like a theatre show. The music is
usually performed live by an orchestra.

Pih Poh Fu
Pih Poh Fu is hip-hop spelt backwards. The Company have used it in the
production as a reference to their artistic roots and to hip-hop dance
theatre. 

Popping
Popping is a technique that involves the contracting or popping of the
muscles and releasing to the beat of the music. The Electric Boogaloos,
in particular Boogaloo Sam, are known as the innovators of the Electric
Booglaoo popping style.  Popping has many styles related to it, for
example Waving, the illusion of a wave moving through the body. 

Power move
The term power move in breaking is used differently by different people. 
The old school definition of power refers to the volume of power and
strength movements require. Footwork is a power move; the arms and
upper body are supporting your full body weight in order for your legs to
move with rapid speed around the body.  Today, what would have been
classed as aerial moves are referred to as power. You do need power to
push away from the floor, but once in the air you release and then catch
that energy again when you go back to the floor. For example with air
flares as soon as you flip you leave the floor and your body isn’t using its
power in that moment.

Projection mapping
Projection mapping can also be called spatial augmented reality. It is a
projection technology that turns objects into a display surface for video
projection. They might be complex surfaces, like the set pieces in The
Five that continually are moved to create different surfaces on different
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parts of the stage. The set pieces are mapped on a virtual programme
ensuring that the desired object becomes animated at the right moment
in the performance.

Proscenium Arch 
Is the wall and opening that divides the stage from auditorium. The
audience watches the performance framed by a rectangular arch around
the stage, creating a window around the set and performers. Many
modern theatres have dropped the arch in favour of a more open stage
plan.

Research and development
Research and development refers to the process that artists go through
to create new work.  It is a key part of the creative process.

Sampling
In hip-hop sampling is second nature in the culture, taking things you see
or hear everyday and transforming them into something new. In music
making generally, sampling is also a very common practice.

Scratch tracks
Mikey develops a series of beats and scratch tracks for Kenrick to use in
the studio. These tracks might be short loops or longer tracks that create
a mood or energy for Kenrick to respond to. This process involves him
going back to the script and thinking about where the narrative starts,
how it evolves and where it ends. The sound track is another narrative
device.

Sensei
Sensei is a Japanese word that, when translated, means ‘person born
before another’. It is used to refer to your teacher, a title given and
spoken with respect. It is a common term in martial arts.

Set design 
Set design refers to all aspects of the set, the design, functionality and
look. The set designer will draw designs and create a model box that
shows to scale how the set will look and operate. It is a key part of the
creation process and shows the Director how the production will look.

Shadow boxing
Shadow boxing is a training exercise for combat sports, most commonly
used in boxing. It prepares the muscles and the physical responses
required for the sport.

Shaolin Temple Warrior Monk School
The Shaolin Temple is the home of the Shaolin Master and monks who
trained Boy Blue Entertainment. Led by Master Shi Yan Chen, 34th
generation Shaolin warrior monk.

Site specific
Site specific refers to a piece of performance devised specifically for a
site that is non traditional. The site could be outdoors, in a deserted
building, shopping centre or car park. Creating performance in response
to a particular site means that it isn’t easily transferred to another space
and would be unlikely to work in a proscenium arch theatre.

Spatial pathway
Spatial pathways refer to the paths in space that movement can take
from one point to another. Different pathways are central – movement
that passes through the centre of the body; peripheral – movement on
the outer limits of the body; or transverse – movement passing between
the centre of the body and the periphery. 

Standing Styles
This refers to dances like popping, locking, waacking or voguing where
the predominance of the movement is standing. Breaking wouldn’t be
considered a standing style as a core part of the dance is footwork,
which is done on the floor.

Street Dance
Street Dance refers to a collection of dance styles that originated outside
of dance studios on the street or in community centres for example. In
particular this refers to hip-hop and its associated styles, for example
breaking, locking, popping, dancehall. However, each of these dance
styles has their own lineage, techniques, music they are most commonly
danced to, and it is important to retain that distinction.

Storyboard
A storyboard is a graphic way of showing the development of a
narrative, cartoon or film. A frame by frame box system enables the
narrative to be shown visually. It was developed by the Walt Disney
Studio in the early 1930s. 

Taekwondo
Taekwondo is a Korean martial art. A basic translation of the word is
“the way of the foot and the hand”. It combines combat and self-defence
with sport and in sparring you strike or break with the fist and feet. 

Taiko
Taiko is a name given to a range of Japanese percussion instruments.
Taiko drums as played by the Kodo drummers have a mythical origin in
Japanese folklore. The pure energy required to play a strong pure sound
from the drum leads the drummers to live a simple and pure life on Sado
Island.

Tug Boat Wrestler
Tug Boat Wrestler is an American wrestler who was known as Tugboat
or Typhoon. His real name was Fred Ottman.
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UK underground
The term UK underground refers to dancers, DJs and writers involved in
hip-hop culture but outside of the mainstream arts community. 

Unison
Unison describes the technique of all dancers performing the same
choreography at the same time in perfect unison.

Voguing
Voguing is a highly stylised modern house dance that evolved out of the
Harlem Ballroom scene in the 1980s. Made popular by Madonna’s Vogue
it is recognisable by its angular linear arm movements. It is done to
House music.

Waacking
Waacking is a form of street dance developed in the 1970s disco era in
Los Angeles, America. It was named by Tyrone Proctor. The dance is
characterised by stylised arm movements to the Disco beat. It has
similarities to voguing but is not done to House music.

Waving
Waving is a technique in the Popping family. It is a series of movements
that give the illusion of a wave moving through the body. Today some
dancers just perform waving, without popping. 

Wing Chun 
Is a concept-based form of Chinese martial arts that uses striking and
grappling, whilst specialising in real world close-range combat.

Wushu
Wushu is an exhibition and full contact sport developed in China in the
1940s. It is also used generally to refer to martial arts.

Wu Tang Clan
Wu Tang Clan is an American rap group from New York City. Original
members were RAZ, GZA, Method Man, Raekwon, Ghostfast Killah,
Inspectah Deck, U-God, Masta Killa and Ol’ Dirty Bastard. They took their
name from the film Shaolin and Wu Tang.



Websites

Arts Award – www.artsaward.org.uk
The official Arts Award website with information on how to register for
training and delivery.

Battle of the Year – www.battleoftheyear.de
Battle of the Year is the global hip-hop dance battle that was started in
Germany and for a brief period was held in France. It has a choreography
round followed by a crew battle round. 2014 will be the 25th
consecutive year of the event.

B Boy Championships – www.bboychampionships.com
UK B Boy Championships is the UK’s largest hip-hop dance battle event.
It takes place annually in the autumn. Since 2013 it has taken place in
Birmingham, before this point the event was held in London.

Ben Wright and Will Milton – www.benandwillanimation.co.uk
Ben Wright and Will Milton were artistic collaborators on The Five; they
worked on Animation and illustration.

Breakin’ Convention – www.breakinconvention.com
The UK’s festival of hip-hop Dance theatre based at Sadler’s Wells,
London. Boy Blue Entertainment has performed regularly since the first
festival in 2004.

Rock Steady Crew – www.crazylegsworkshop.com
Rock Steady Crew official website.

Article by Popmaster Fable –
www.daveyd.com/historyphysicalgrafittifabel.html
Popmaster Fable’s essay Physical Graffiti.

Juste Debout – www.juste-debout.com
Juste Debout is an international competition for the ‘standing’ dances of
street and hip-hop dance. It includes locking, popping, hip-hop, house,
experimental and top rock. City events take place across the globe in a
three-month tour that culminates in the world finals in Paris.

Kodo Drummers –
http://www.kodo.or.jp/general/village_en.html

Manga App –
http://manga-apps.deviantart.com/gallery/25320254

Mr Wiggles – www.Mrwiggles.biz
Mr Wiggles is a dancer and member of Rock Steady Crew, Electric
Boogaloos and the Universal Zulu Nation. His website has good
definitions and examples of dancers for the hip-hop and funk style 
dance styles.

YAK films – www.youtube.com/user/YAKfilms
YAK Films are a young group of filmmakers in America that are creating
beautiful films using hip-hop dance. YAK films are a good source of
knowledge and the films are both in documentary style and dance for
the camera.

Yeast Culture – www.yeastculture.org
Yeast Culture were one of the Artistic Collaborators on The Five.

Youth Dance England – www.yde.org.uk

Books

Born in the Bronx by Joe Conzo
A book of photographs from the era in which hip-hop was born.

Bronx to Brixton by DJ Hooch
A book on the history of UK B Boy Championships

Can’t Stop Won’t Stop by Jeff Chang This book charts the history of hip-
hop culture.

Total Chaos by Jeff Chang This book is a series of essays on hip-hop
culture. There are some good dance specific chapters written by
Popmaster Fable, Rennie Harris and Alien Ness.

Films – Kung Fu classics
Armour Of God [1986 Dir: Jackie Chan & Eric Tsang]
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon [2000 Dir: Ang Lee]
Drunken Master [1978 Dir: Woo-ping Yuen]
Enter the Dragon [1973 Dir: Robert Clouse]
Fist of Legend [1994 Dir: Gordon Chan]
IP Man [2008 Dir: Wilson Yip]
Kick Ass [2010 Dir: Matthew Vaughn]
Knockabout [1979 Dir: Sammo Hung Kam-Bo]  
Ong Bak [2003 Dir: Prachya Pinkaew]
Prodigal Son [1981 Dir: Sammo Hung Kam-Bo]
Raging Phoenix [2009 Dir: Rashane Limtrakul]
Scott Pilgrim VS the World [2010 Dir: Edgar Wright]
Snake in the Eagles Shadow [1978 Dir: Woo-ping Yuen] 
The Secret Rivals 2 [1977 Dir: See-Yuen Ng]
The Young Master [1980 Dir: Jackie Chan]
Warriors Two [1978 Dir: Sammo Hung Kam-Bo]

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES / LINKS OF INTEREST
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Films – Hip-hop classics and current
Beat Street [1984 Dir: Stan Lathan] 
Breakin’ [1984 Dir: Joel Silberg] 
Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo [1984 Dir: Sam Firstenberg] 
Freshest Kids [2002 Dir: Israel] 
Planet B Boy [2007 Dir: Benson Lee] 
Rize [2005 Dir: David LaChapelle]
Style Wars [1983 Dir: Henry Chalfant, Tony Silver]

Also see YAK Films in the website resource section

Dance to This TV features a series of behind the scenes videos on The Five: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JT8030Lr6eY&list=PLF3B86F05521A93CF&index=2 – Introducing the themes of the production

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4wg6KPrAxg&list=PLF3B86F05521A93CF – Breaks down the characters of The Five

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJiJdx3Jw74&list=PLF3B86F05521A93CF – The dancers behind The Five characters

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HV9IH-zDxL4&list=PLF3B86F05521A93CF – Costume

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnlNFG0kbaE&list=PLF3B86F05521A93CF – Kenrick and Mikey on collaboration 

Bridge Organisations
Funded by Arts Council England, these organisations use their experience
in the sector to connect children and young people, schools and
communities with art and culture. This means connecting schools and
communities with National Portfolio organisations and others in the
creative and cultural sector, including museums and libraries.

BRIDGE WEST MIDLANDS
Arts Connect West Midlands
Tel: 01902 518 565
Email: info@artsconnectwm.co.uk
www.artsconnectwm.co.uk

BRIDGE SOUTH EAST
Artswork
Tel: 02380 332491
Email: info@artswork.org.uk
www.artswork.org.uk

BRIDGE NORTH EAST
Sage Gateshead
Tel: 0191 443 5293
Email: bridgenortheast@thesagegateshead.org
www.bridgenortheast.com

BRIDGE YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER
Cape UK
Head office Leeds: 0845 450 3700 
www.capeuk.org

BRIDGE NORTH WEST
Curious Minds
Tel: 01282 435835
Email: info@curiousminds.org.uk
www.curiousminds.org.uk

BRIDGE SOUTH WEST
Real Ideas Organisation
Tel: 08458 621288
Email: info@realideas.org
www.realideas.org

BRIDGE EAST MIDLANDS
The Mighty Creatives
Tel: 0116 2616 834
Email: info@themightycreatives.com
www.themightycreatives.com

BRIDGE LONDON
A New Direction
Tel: 020 8536 5380
Email: info@anewdirection.org.uk
www.anewdirection.org.uk
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